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Abstract: 

The first literature in the life of babies is mother Allas. Babies will ovulate and sleep under the 

influence of Allas said by a loving mother. Gradually, as the child grows older, he moves from 

Mother Allas to fairy tales, and these fairy tales remain sealed in their memories for a lifetime. This 

article will tell you how fairy tales occupy a place in the development of children. 
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Fairy tales help the little ones gain knowledge about complex human relationships, natural 

phenomena, as well as the surrounding environment. Perhaps someone thinks that in order for a 

child to realize life, it is necessary to say directly what happened in the place of a fairy tale. 

However, psychologists note-it is through fairy tales that children understand life in a safer way, 

and it is easier for them to understand it. 

When choosing a fairy tale for your child, be sure to take into account his age and spiritual 

development. A fairy tale can only benefit your child if you behave this way. 

For children from two to five years old 

The heroes of fairy tales for children of this age are wild or domestic animals. Children who hear a 

fairy tale from the mouth of an adult imitate them and try to resemble the movements and voices of 

animals. The little ones like to listen again and again to the fairy tales they love and go into the 

fairy tale every time they listen. 

It should be remembered that images and pictures are needed so that children can better understand 

fairy tales and imagine events. To do this, buy fairy-tale books with quality pictures, watch 

cartoons based on a fairy-tale plot together, or stage a puppet theater. 

During such a period, the child's fantasy will go into development, so impressionable children will 

be able to scare away from the heroes of magical events. In order not to face problems associated 

with the psyche, separate the fairy-tale characters that your child likes and that he does not like. 

Ages five to seven 

Children of this age can be read any children's literature that they like. Of course, more attention 

should be paid to fairy tales that cause the formation of such qualities as good, hard work and 

courage. 

On the eve of school, many children like to study independently. Support these aspirations of them, 

but do not return the message if your child asks you to read a fairy tale, despite the fact that he 

knows how to read. 
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In the process of reading fairy tales, the older and younger generation, as in the game, approach 

each other, and in their midst a close emotional relationship is formed. 

The effect of a fairy tale on the mental development of a child 

The main task of fairy tales is to prepare them for a big life, telling children about the world in an 

understandable language. Psychologists have mentioned several factors about how fairy tales affect 

the development of a child's personality. 

1.Magical events shape empathy – that is, compassion. Knowing about the adventures of the fairy-

tale characters, the boy cares for their fate, fighting evil characters with them and learning to 

overcome them in the face of difficulties. 

2.The events of the fairy tale play an important role in the upbringing of children's sexual 

development. Virgins master the models of the future mother, good mistress and faithful Virgo. 

And the boys take on other roles: to protect the helpless, to be strong, to be the head of the family. 

3.Through fairy tales, the parent teaches his child to distinguish between “good” and” bad". Let the 

little ones stay there to listen to the exhortation, they don't even understand what it is. Magic fairy 

tales, on the other hand, teach children how to behave under any circumstances. Fairy tales-enough 

for good! 

4.The importance of fairy tales in the development of the child is great, of course. He perfects 

speech, imagination, because the child sees himself in the place of the main character. Such skills 

are considered a new stage in a child's life and can become the basis for the development of his 

creative abilities. 

5.Fairy tales expand the child's worldview, adapt to social life. What is around a two-year-old 

baby? Nothing-parents, grandparents and toys. And through the events of the fairy tale, the boy gets 

acquainted with animals, magical countries, princesses and princes even with the naked old woman. 

All fairy tales can be conditionally divided into two types: author's fairy tales and folk tales. Both 

of these types of fairy tales are liked by children, so let's stop at details about them. 

Folk tales 

Such fairy tales have been modified and shaped to fit the times over several centuries, and therefore 

have an important philosophical meaning. 

The child must first of all be introduced to fairy tales that belong to his culture. But it should not be 

limited only to the fairy tales of his people. 

Folk tales in turn are divided into three types. 
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1.About animals. 

It is such fairy tales that affect children well. For children, animals are not just fairy-tale heroes, but 

individuals with their own knowledge, qualities and shortcomings. 

2.About everyday life 

Such fairy tales talk about family life and show ways to find a solution to disagreements. The 

protagonist reaches his goal by using all his abilities. Fairy tales about everyday life form traits in a 

child, such as perseverance, striving for a goal and courage. 

3.Scary tales 

Such fairy tales create a kind of immunity to adult life in children. Naturally, such fairy tales should 

be in moderation and not read them before sleep, especially if your child is strongly susceptible to 

emotion. But it is not necessary to ban at all. 

Fairy tales of authorship 

This type of fairy tale is also very mihim for the development of the child, since such fairy tales are 

distinguished by the variety of their heroes as well as their richness in unexpected events. 

Author's tales can also be conditionally divided into several types. 

1.Magic 

Rich in magic and miracles written by writers, fairy tales are distinguished from folk tales by their 

impressiveness and concreteness of heroes, clarity and thoroughness of plot. Brothers Grimm, Sh. 

Perro, G.H.An example of this is the fairy tales of writers such as Anderson. 

2.Educational 

Such fairy tales were written mainly by educators, aimed at influencing children without lessons 

and exhortations, as well as giving them knowledge. In this way, the little ones learn letters and 

numbers more easily and faster. 

3.Psychocorrection 

With the help of fairy tales chosen and written by psychologists, you can change the character of 

your child for the better. In the field of psychology, there is even the direction of fairy-tale therapy. 

Psychic experts with the help of such fairy tales remove fears, signs in a child, help improve 

relationships with family members and friends. 

Research studies prove that reading fairy tales aloud to children is an excellent aid for children‟s 

mental and emotional development. Because they are one of the only types of literature that 

combine creative symbolism, simple archetypes, and spiritual concepts into stories that help 

children develop into creative, intelligent, and whole human beings. 

Not only can fairy tales help children develop intelligence and creativity, but they can also help 

them better understand their emotions, and strengthen their moral lives of children. But this takes 

time. The symbols and archetypes in fairy tales live inside children as seeds until they bloom years 

later in the face of adversity. 

As such, fairy tales are filled with lessons and stories of triumph that mirror the struggles that 

children face in their day-to-day lives. And listening to, hearing, or reading these fairy tales, myths, 

fables, and short stories helps them conquer their fears and keep going in times of hardship as they 

win battles alongside the main character or Hero‟s Journey. 
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So as children listen to the story and follow the main characters, they learn that what happens to 

them ultimately depends upon the choices they make. And this gives them the courage, strength, 

and resolve to face, endure, and overcome the challenges they face in their own lives. 

As children listen to these stories about a crisis or curse that ultimately leads to a transformation, 

they too, are psychologically transformed. And as children continue to work out the pieces of the 

story during play (and within the deep reaches of their imaginations), and as they hear it again and 

again, the moral of the story begins to help them develop into psychologically whole human 

beings–scary parts and all. 

Fairy tales can also help children develop better critical thinking skills, and learn about the power 

of consequences. Because no matter how many times they hear it, the same thing happens to the 

main character, or hero, again and again. 

Obviously, fairy tales have a huge impact on the psychological development of the child, but fairy 

tales should not be chased only after the path of their educational significance. 

Reading and listening to fairy tales is necessary to be an interesting activity that first of all gives 

children pleasure. 
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